LEADERSHIP & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The socio-adaptive (or "nontechnical") By keeping track of how much you talk versus how much you listen, you learn how and when to keep quiet.
As Mark Goulston wrote, "There are three stages of speaking to other people. In the first stage, you are on task, relevant and concise . . . the second stage (is) when it feels so good to talk, you don't even notice the other person is not listening. The third stage occurs after you have lost track of what you were saying and begin to realize you might need to reel the other person back in." Rather than finding a way to re-engage the other person by giving them a chance to talk while you listen, ". . . the usual impulse is to talk even more in an effort to regain their interest." Your goal: ensure that your TLR is less than 1. How? Make it a habit to reflect on your TLR after an encounter with a patient, colleague, or supervisor and ask yourself, "Did I listen well?" In addition to its value in monitoring your own talkativeness, use the TLR to measure others. For example, when interviewing a new hire, apply TLR to discover how much patience would be required to work with a candidate. We once interviewed a physician whose TLR was north of 20 . . . we passed on hiring them. The TLR is also helpful for managing meetings. If you find yourself in one with an over-talker (TLR >5), point to the agenda and redirect the discussion. If it's a direct report or colleague that's doing all the talking, remind them that you have another meeting in 30 minutes, so they will need to move things along. Better yet: share the TLR pearl with them so that they can reflect on their performance. If you're dealing with an under-talker (eg, TLR<0.5), encourage them to voice their opinion. Who knows-you might learn a thing or two.
The most surprising aspect to us about TLR is how oblivious people tend to be about it. High TLR'ers have little idea about the effect they have on people while those with an extremely low TLR (less than 0.2) wonder why they didn't get picked for a project or promotion. Aim for a TLR between 0.5 and 0.7. Doing so will make you a better leader and follower.
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